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Company Overview

 AutomationX is a Member of GAW Group

 More than 2000 Installations – worldwide

 Headquarter Graz / Austria

Solutions for Pulp & Paper:

 MES Applications:

 Coating Color Preparation

 Wet end Solutions

 Material tracking and tracing

 APC Solutions:

 MPC-Model Predictive Controller

 Hybrid modelling technology (empirical 

and/or physical based)



aX Optimization Solutions
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Acquisition
 Mill wide / Group wide process data acquisition

 Interfaces to all process levels (horizontal and vertical integration)

Data Mining and Analysis 
 Inter-dependencies between production/process and quality data

 Description of identified dependencies by mathematical models

 (empiric, physical, hybrid)

 Use of Soft Sensors (instead of physical measurements)

 Simulation

Predictive, model based optimization algorithms
 Yield maximization

 Quality optimization

 Cost reduction / optimization

 Reduced rejects/broke



The Energy Used in Paper Making

 Paper-making  is a very energy-intensive industrial activity

 Energy was cheap and plentiful when present day pulp & paper industry processes 

were designed

 The rising cost of energy has increased economic pressure on paper mills

 Thus there are strong incentives to reduce energy in paper making
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Dryer Steam: the Big Energy User in Paper Making

 Dryer section reduces sheet moisture from ~50% to ~8%

 Uses up to 70% of mill-wide energy

 But removes less than 1% of water from sheet
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Dryer Steam: the Big Energy User in Paper Making

 1% of removed water requires an average of 1.5 tone of steam per tone of paper.

 Consider a newsprint paper mill  with an annual production of 330.000 tones

 Costs of steam are assumed by 20-25 Euro per tone

 Yields 495.000 tones of steam per year

 With costs of 9.900.000 up to 12.375.000 Euro per year

Applying AutomationX proofed Advanced Process 

Optimization technology opens saving potential up to 12 % !!
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Effect on Dryer Steam Use of Decreasing Sheet Moisture

Content at Dryer Entry

 Take head box consistency as 0.9% and consider the amount of 100g of stock laid on 

the wire

 Wire drains over 92% of water, press drains < 6%, dryer removes < 1% !

 By reducing the sheet moisture to the dryer by 5%, the amount of water needed to 

remove reduced in the dryer from 0.822g to 0.658g, thus 20% reduction in dryer load 

 A 1% reduction in sheet moisture to the dryer, yields 

a 4% reduction in dryer load !!
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At the headbox At the couch Into the dryer Better dryer feed At the reel

Sheet moisture [%] 99.1 88 50 45 8

Water in sheet [g] 99.1 6.6 0.9 0.736 0.078

Solids in sheet [g] 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

Water removed [g] 92.5 5.7 5.864 0.822(0.658)



The Role of Wet End Stability Improvement

 First step is to improve the wet end stability

 White water consistency, retention, ash content, formation and drainage are all effected 

by a number of stock approach and machine variables, many have an impact on energy 

use in paper making:

 Refiner specific energy targets

 Flowrates and consistencies of fresh stock, broke and recovered fiber

 Dosage rate of wet end chemicals, including retention aids & fillers

 Head box parameters such as slice gap and jet to wire ratio

 Wire vacuums 

 APC Objective: Maintain stability of white water consistency, retention, ash content, and 

other quality parameters

 Multivariable model-based controller are very well suited to this multi-dimensional 

control and optimization problem
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Performance Improvement Wet End: Sappi Austria Fine

Paper Machine

 Design objectives :

 Stabilize white water consistency

 Reduce variation in sheet ash

 Increase amount of filler and save fibre

 Automatic broke management

 Increased set point accuracy by 70.4%

 Reduced variation of ash over all grades by 54%
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The Role of Dry End Stability Improvement

 Second step is to improve the dry end stability

 Traditional regulatory approach to control a paper machine dryer uses a three term 

(PID) loop for steam and hood environment

 However – A multivariate APC approach can be based on a mathematical process 

model is able to give much more insight to the process, able to answer the questions:

 How efficient does water removal work in the press section ?

 What are the cylinder surface temperatures ?

 What is the web dryness at the inlet of the drying section ?

 What is the efficiency of air-air heat exchangers in the heat recovery area ?

 What is the dew point in exhaust air ?

 What is the web temperature profile in the drying section ?
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What can be achieved

 Optimum dryness in finished paper

40% variance reduction in dryness yields 3% steam reduction

 Optimum humidity in the hoods yields 4% steam reduction (humidity measurement has 20% 

error)

 Optimum steam quantity in the steam blow box due to the knowledge of the dryness after 

press yields 20% steam reduction in the steam blow box

 Soft scanner moisture content after press section

1% less moisture means 4% less steam yields 0.5% - 1.0% steam reduction

 Maximum paper machine speed depending on steam availability by knowledge of the heat 

balance (mathematical model)

 Drying optimization in relation to surface quality 

Set point shifting between IR drying groups

 Shorter grade change due to knowledge of the heat balance (mathematical  model) - faster 

reaching of the dryness

 Reduced machine running times due to optimum steam pressure - on the first drying groups

Overall saving potential:  8% steam



How it works (I)

 The AutomationX multivariate hybrid process model represents the technical and 

geometric properties of the drying machine.

 The drying processes are described by empirical and physical functions.

 The technical parameters of the drying machine are specified during the validation 

phase.

 Essentially, heat transfer coefficients are involved in the cylinder and recovery area. 

After validation, these parameters will be close to the actual ones. 

 In the validation phase, the evaporated water quantity (and thus also the energy) is 

calculated for selected varieties from the current production.
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How it works (II)
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eDRY: control concept PM
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Conclusion: Optimization Potential

 A significant reduction of the energy consumption in paper making is possible using 

Advance Process Control (APC) 

 Methodology

 Model the machine as a multivariable process 

 Use the model to design a multivariable model predictive controller

 Run the controller with powerful real-time optimization functionality 

 Benefits for the customer

 Energy savings: up to 12 %

 Increase Production rate: up to 5%

 Increase Quality: reduced variances 50%

 Reduced operator workload

 Shift-to-shift stability

 Maximized process and equipment availability
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 Leipa/Schwedt - Deinking

 Stora Enso Eilenburg - Deinking

 Stora Enso Hylte - Refiner Optimization

 Holmenpaper Madrid - Deinking

 Sappi Ehingen - Bleaching

 Sappi Stockstadt - Cooking

 Sappi Alfeld - Ash and Bleaching

 Sappi Gratkorn - Ash and Bleaching

 Mondi Stambolijiski - Cooking

 Mondi Frantschach - Drying

 Lwarcel Celulose - Drying

 Palm Aalen - Ash

 Norske Skog Golbey - Ash

 Norske Skog Bruck - Deinking

 …
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Scheduled project time

 Plant / production data organized during workshop at the customer.

Customer receives document with all necessary process variables [0M]

 Requirement specification [1M]

 Modeling - Engineering [5M]

 Startup [6M]

 Online Optimization [8M]

 Guarantee run / Training / Acceptance [10M]
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Required process data for potential analysis

 Moisture set points / actual values for all scanners (Pope / Base Paper)?

 Production target / actual value [t/h]

 Basis weights (target / actual value) (Pope / Base Paper)

 Steam quantity for all drying group(s) [t/h] or total

quantity of steam consumption [t/h]

 Steam consumption Yankee, if available

 Electrical power IR drying, if available

period: overall grades

time frame: 1 minute
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